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Art. no.: 355.80

OX-ON Fall Protection Kit Comfort

Features:
• Complete set
• Comfortable body harness
• Best-selling set
• User-friendly click-lock buckles
• Slide lock of galvanized steel

Colours:
black, red

Product Description:

OX-ON Fall Protection Kit Comfort is the best-selling OX-ON fall protection kit. It is
complete, incredibly user-friendly, and is particularly suitable for, for example,
scaffolding or roofing work.
The bag contains OX-ON V33 Harness Comfort L/XL: A 2-point body harness with
click-lock buckles. OX-ON Fall Arrester Supreme: An effective fall arrester with 10
meters of abrasion-resistant work line and slide lock made of galvanized steel. OX-ON
Webbing Sling Comfort 1.2 m: An anchoring strap for the fall protection.
The OX-ON V33 Body Harness adjusts quickly to the body with a number of
adjustment points, so you are guaranteed maximum comfort and freedom of
movement in your work. The click-lock buckles make it easy for you to put the harness
on and take it off, and a strong D-ring on the back and at the chest ensures you a good
and solid anchoring - as well as an easy connection.
The harness is made of a durable 2-color webbing strap, and it has been tested to 150
kg.
With OX-ON Fall Arrester Basic you get a fall arrester package and a rope slide lock of
galvanized steel with auto-lock carabiner mounted on 10 meter kernmantle rope (12
mm) with great abrasion resistance, and with properties so that the rope cannot twist.
The rope and slide lock give you freedom of movement and safety at the same time,
and brake you immediately in the event of a fall. The rope is for vertical use, and the

Sizes:

STR. ART. NO. EAN

L/XL 355.80 6425670011349

S/M 355.79 5701952355792

Minimum sales and packaging:

MINIMUM ORDER KLL. PLL.

1 stk 8 stk 72 stk

EN standards

Certificates
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Product Description:

fall arrester package releases a maximum energy absorber of 1 meter. The lower part
of the rope should be attached or equipped with a counterweight.
OX-ON Webbing Sling Comfort 1.2 meters gives you a compact and fast solution
when you need to anchor your fall protection. The polyester strap is 26 mm wide, it
takes up very little space and it is extremely easy to use. The webbing strap has a
tensile strength of >30kN
You get the whole set in the durable OX-ON Backpack size S. 36x28 cm

The anchorage point should, if possible, be above head height to reduce the ground
clearance.
Note that the ground clearance must be calculated at all times before starting work
with fall protection. For further information on the required ground clearance, refer to
the enclosed user manual or contact OX-ON.
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